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Abstract. Tensile failure in quasi-brittle materials is connected with formation and evolution of 

what is referred to as the Fracture Process Zone (FPZ) at the tip of propagating crack. Not only the 

very existence of the material damage area but also its descriptive parameters (volume, shape and 

energy dissipation distribution) have to be identified in order to validate approaches on both numeri-

cal modelling of quasi-brittle behaviour and experimental determination of fracture properties. Ra-

diographic techniques and Digital Image Correlation method are used in the presented research as 

being very appropriate for analysing of the FPZ evolution during specimen loading. The experi-

mental results are accompanied with predictions of the FPZ size and shape via semi-analytical tech-

nique serving as a part of developing comprehensive method for evaluation of the real fracture-

mechanical characteristics of quasi-brittle materials from records of loading tests on laboratory-sized 

specimens. 

 

Introduction  
The field of determination of characteristics of quasi-brittle building materials (most commonly ce-

mentitious composites) which should describe their ability to resist the fracture propagation has been 

thoroughly researched for several decades [1],[2],[3],[4]. However, some aspects that can be consid-

ered as crucial are still among the topics of intensive research. Effects of the size and geometry of 

the test specimen [5] regarded also as the effect of the specimen free boundaries [6],[7] seems to be 

the most relevant. An approach incorporating the parameters of the zone of material failure develop-

ing at the propagating macroscopic crack tip (fracture process zone, FPZ) has been proposed and 

(partially) employed recently [8]. The development of this approach is motivated by capturing of the 

above-mentioned effects in order to provide values of the fracture-mechanical parameters of the 

tested material independent of these effects. This methodology works with the reconstruction of the 

current size and shape of the FPZ (and perhaps also the intensity of the cohesive behaviour over the 

FPZ volume) [9] to which the amount of energy dissipated during the current step of fracture pro-

cess should be related. 



The development of the methodology is in a stage of testing, verification by numerical simulations 

[10],[11] and experimental validation [12] at present. It has to be emphasized that sound experi-

mental evidence the FPZ size and shape (and possibly other characteristics) is published rather rare-

ly. Techniques based on acoustic emission ([13],[14],[15],[16]), holographic interferometry, X-ray 

imaging (in combination with Digital Image Analysis − [17]) and infrared thermography were re-

ported to be used to determine the FPZ in quasi-brittle materials (summarized e.g. in [3],[2]).  

Investigation of the material failure employing X-ray imaging is presented in this paper. Notched 

beams prepared from silicate-based composite were loaded in three point bending in a specially de-

signed loading device. Crack length and FPZ shape/size during loading were analyzed using Digital 

Transmission Radiography and X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT). Visualization of the FPZ was 

enabled using tools of the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method. 

 

Experiments 
Tested material and specimens. The radiographic investigations of the material failure have limits 

in the dimensions of the test specimens. In our case, the length of the beam subjected to three point 

bending is limited by the chamber diameter of the loading device in which the specimen was placed. 

As a material for the specimen preparation, a fine-grained cementitious composite was chosen to 

simulate the failure process of normal-sized building structures/structural members made of con-

crete. Commercial dry plaster mix with maximum aggregate size equal to 1.2 mm (limestone debris) 

was selected. The bonding agent of this mix consists of both cement and calcium hydroxide. Mini-

mal value of modulus of rupture quoted by the producer is 0.7 MPa. The mix was prepared accord-

ing to the producer’s instructions.  

The presented experiment was made as a pilot test to develop appropriate methodology of the FPZ 

and crack analysis intended for future experimental campaign. Series of 9 specimens were casted 

into the moulds: Specimen height W and length L are equal to 40 and 150 mm, respectively; three 

specimens’ breadths B (12, 20 and 30 mm) were selected; three different notch lengths a (4, 10 and 

16 mm) were taken into account for each specimen breadth B. The notches were cut using diamond 

saw after demoulding. It provides the relative notch length  = a/W equal to 0.1, 0.25 and 0.4. From 

this series the specimen with breadth B = 20 mm and notch length a = 10 mm was selected for the 

pilot test and is presented hereafter. The loading span S of the test geometry was set to 120 mm. 

Schematic picture of the specimen and related bending test is depicted in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Three point bending geometry; indication of dimensions of the specimen 

 

Instrumentation. The modular tomographic system [18] provides an experimental setup allowing 

positioning adjustment of the X-ray tube, motorized positioning of the detector and the operational 

movement of the observed object fixed on a motorized stage. The linear axis of this stage enables to 



set the projective magnification of the object. The rotation axis is used for tomographic data acquisi-

tion. The setup is equipped by the motorized revolver holder of the filters used for the fully auto-

mated acquisition of data needed for beam hardening correction, using the Signal to Equivalent 

Thickness (SET) method [19]. 

Hamamatsu microspot tube is employed as X-ray source in the tomographic system. This tube has a 

5 m spot size and cone beam. The pixelated Hamamatsu flat panel was utilized as X-ray imager in 

our work. This detector has active area 120 × 120 mm with 50 m pixel size. Binning of 2 × 2 pixels 

was used in our work, so effective pixel pitch was equal to 0.1 mm.  

Highly stiff loading compressive device was used for the specimen loading. This device allows very 

low loading velocity while it’s relatively low weight and dimensions enable X-ray observation of 

the specimen in the radiographic cabin. Loading device generally consists of the actuating part and 

of the chamber in which specimen is placed. This chamber was manufactured from two parts. Top 

one is from the Certal aluminium alloy and bottom one from the 0.6 mm thick carbon epoxy lami-

nate, which is practically transparent for X-rays. These parts are connected using bayonet mecha-

nism. Support pins of the bending mechanism were also prepared from the carbon material. This so-

lution enables radiographic observation of the analyzed specimen without any influence of the load-

ing device for X-ray measurement. Whole setup is depicted in Fig. 2 left. Disassembled chamber 

with the specimen is in Fig. 2 right.  

 

 

Fig. 2: Radiographic/mechanical test setup: disassembled chamber with the specimen (left); 

completely arranged testing device (right) 

 

Test procedure details. Specimen was loaded with velocity 0.1 m/min (that holds true for the dis-

placement imposed by the engine of the loading device, deng, which is not equal to the mid-span de-

flection of the tested beam, d). Exposure time of one X-ray radiogram was 5 × 0.48 seconds (it cor-

responds to the 0.5 m displacement increment due to read out time). 

These radiograms were recorded continuously during loading while CT measurement was done in 

two load levels. For the CT measurement, 240 snapshots (180° rotation) were taken. Total time of 

one CT measurement was 50 minutes. The specimen rotation axis was at a distance of 188 mm from 

the X-ray tube spot and the flat panel was at distance 429 mm from the tube spot. Therefore, the pro-



jected magnification was 2.3. The X-ray tube was operated at 80 kV and 125 A. CT reconstruction 

was done considering divergent X-ray beam [20].  

Results. It is clearly visible from load−displacement diagram (LD diagram) plotted in Fig. 3a) that 

the used loading device enables to study processes with very high loading precision. Measured force 

P as a function of both the displacement imposed by the engine deng and the estimation of the real 

deflection of the beam d (without displacements taken place at the contacts of the loading chain 

parts and the push-in of supports into the specimen) is showed. The real displacement d was not 

measured directly, it was determined from optical measurements using DIC.  

The radiogram of the specimen taken 1.5 m after surpassing maximal loading force (point A in LD 

diagram) is in Fig. 3b) (only middle part of the specimen is showed, overturned upside down). Sig-

nificant internal structure can be observed, which corresponds to the material inhomogeneity. It is 

almost impossible to observe FPZ directly in the investigated specimen due to this structure.  

DIC tools were used to avoid this difficulty; the actual and initial radiograms were subtracted (re-

sulting in subtraction image) to find changes of the specimen density considering specimen move-

ment during its loading. Such image are shown in Fig. 3c) (three blue diamond shape spots occurred 

due to the flat panel local noise, one of them in the middle of the crack path, unfortunately). It is ap-

parent that FPZ has significant role for the fracture mechanics description. In the initial stages of the 

fracture process the crack is much shorter than FPZ (e.g. in the case of stage A, the FPZ length is 

estimated to 0.7 mm, the FPZ length to 6.5 mm) as is evident from first row (and left column) of in 

Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3: a) Load−deflection diagram with indication of stages in which FPZ zone was investigated 

(in B and C also using CT); b) radiogram of the middle part of the specimen taken at the maximum 

load; note that FPZ is not visible due to significant variation of the material density; c) subtraction 

image shows colours corresponding to the material effective density (averaged through the specimen 

thickness); the crack and the FPZ can be estimated (surrounded by red and black ellipse, respective-

ly) are visible, the radiogram pixel size is 44 m 

The subtraction images at loading stages B and C are shown in the subsequent rows in Fig. 4. The 

CT measurement were done at these fracture process stages. It was proven that subtraction image 

(comparing with CT measurement) can describe the crack front position and the FPZ shape/size 

which is represented by the significant change of the specimen density, although the boundary be-

tween the crack tip and the FPZ is quite blurred. Crack and FPZ lengths were estimated to 2.7 and 

16 mm, respectively, at stage B. At stage C, the crack was 17 mm long and practically whole re-

maining ligament was weakened by the FPZ. 

As was mentioned above, CT measurement was done in two loading levels (points B and C in LD 

diagram). Vertical cross-section of the CT reconstruction at loading level B is depicted in Fig. 5, 

first row and left column. This cross-section lies in the centre of the notch. It is visible, that speci-



men is damaged preferentially in the specimen’s centre. Virtual hole in the middle came from the 

flat panel local noise. Magistral crack tips are imaged in Fig. 5 right (correspond to the slice number 

155 and 440 at cross-section left for stage B and C, respectively. Magistral crack tips are empha-

sized by blue ellipses). These crack tips is in the same position as in subtraction image, Fig. 4 left. 

 
Free crack length and FPZ size/shape estimates 
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Fig. 4. Subtraction images at the fracture process stages A, B, C (left); corresponding estimates 

of the FPZ size/shape (with indication of the cohesive stress level over its volume – see the scale) 

and free crack lengths (black) using the semi-analytical technique (right). 
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Fig. 5: CT reconstruction of the specimen at loading levels B and C: Vertical CT cross-section 

which corresponds to the plane in the centre of the notch (left); tip of macroscopic (transversal) 

crack (surrounded by blue ellipse) (right) 

 

Generally, crack does not follow straight direction and its front is not sharp as it is possible to doc-

ument using CT reconstruction. It is hard to distinguish which individual voids were born during 

loading and which were presented from the beginning. However it can be shown, that void density is 

significantly increasing during loading as presented in Fig. 6 using 3D visualization, stage B left, 

stage C right. Only central part of the specimen containing crack was selected for this visualisation. 

 

Modelling – fracture test reconstruction 

The used method for estimation of the FPZ extent is based on three fundamental approaches to 

model material failure. It exploits the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), classical 

nonlinear fracture models for concrete, i.e. the effective crack model (ECM, [1]) and the fictitious 

crack model (FCM, [21]), and plasticity theory. For the general description of the stress field in 

cracked bodies, more terms of the Williams power series [22] are taken into account. A detailed de-

scription of the method of the FPZ extent estimation is given in [9],[8]. 

Slice 73



The method is utilized within 

the processing of fracture test 

records; typically, the LD dia-

grams. For individual stages of 

the fracture process (i.e. points 

in the LD diagram), the length 

of the equivalent elastic crack is 

estimated by means of the ECM. 

Then, the stress state in the body 

with the effective crack is ap-

proximated through the Wil-

liams power series. Subsequent-

ly, the extent of the zone where 

the until-now elastic material 

starts to fail is determined by 

comparing the tensile strength ft 

of the material to a relevant 

characteristic of the stress state 

around the crack tip (some sort 

of equivalent stress, eq, for ce-

mentitious composites e.g. the 

Rankine or Drucker-Prager fail-

ure criterion can be employed). 

This zone referred to as PZ (index PZ stands for Plastic Zone). Then, in agreement with the cohe-

sive crack approach, the FPZ (marked as FPZ) is supposed to extend from the PZ around the cur-

rent crack tip up to an PZ corresponding to the prior crack tip (i.e. currently a point at the crack fac-

es), where the value of crack opening displacement w reaches its critical value wc (i.e. the value of 

cohesive stress (w) drops to zero here). Thus, the region FPZ is assembled as a union of PZ with-

in the field of activity of the cohesive stress. In order to project the shape of the cohesive stress func-

tion (w) into the shape of the FPZ, the individual plastic zones PZ,i creating the entire FPZ are 

scaled by a factor of (wi)/ft in this method.  

The LD diagram shown in Fig. 3a) is used as input into the technique for the estimation of the FPZ 

extents. Other necessary inputs into the procedure are following: 4 terms of the Williams series, 

Rankine failure criterion, values of tensile and compressive strengths ft and fc (estimated for the test-

ed composite as) equal to 0.8 MPa and 4.0 MPa, respectively, value of fracture energy Gf equal to 

20 Jm
-2

 (determined from the recorded LD diagram), and the exponential (Hordijk’s) cohesive func-

tion. The FPZ extents (including the indication of the cohesive stress distribution − from yellow col-

our corresponding to ft, to cyan corresponding to zero cohesive stress) in 3 stages of the fracture 

process corresponding to those in which the detailed radiographic analysis was conducted (A, B, C) 

are shown in the right column in Fig. 4). Note that the value of the cohesive stress is inversely pro-

portional to the amount of energy dissipated for the fracture: In the yellow parts of the FPZ (the 

largest ones) the cohesive stress is highest; however, lowest amount of energy is released in the fail-

ure mechanisms. In contrast, at the tails of the FPZ (cyan) the maximal energy release is observed. 

 

Conclusions 
It was proven that X-ray radiography in conjunction with Digital Image Correlation and CT recon-

struction are powerful tools for analysing of the crack and FPZ evolution during quasi-brittle speci-

men loading.  

  
Fig. 6: 3D visualisation of the voids at loading level B left 

and C right; it is visible that these voids and consequent mac-

roscopic crack are preferentially occurring in the middle of the 

specimen 

 



Experimental results showed that FPZ is for the tested material and specimen size significant in 

comparison with the macroscopic crack length. Moreover, crack does not follow straight direction 

and its front is not sharp. It can be concluded from these reasons that linear fracture mechanics 

based on assumption of the continuum material can’t describe such crack behaviour.  

Results of the semi-analytical procedure for the FPZ extent estimation is compared with the experi-

mental data. Agreement in some aspects was obtained, however, further research is needed (regard-

ing e.g. the interpretation of the energy dissipation etc.). The present type of analysis is planed to be 

performed on various specimen sizes and test geometries in near future. 
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